BEULAH BLURB
Beulah Primary School is a Child Safe School
School Council members: Mark Williams, Brad Moore, Jacob Hallam, Zeb Chivell, Hayley
Brain, Megan Thompson, Liana Gasparini, Nathan Wright and Isabella Griffiths

From Mr. Wright
The school council information packs will be sent out tomorrow. Apologies for the lateness of these. How, when and where the meeting will be
conducted will be communicated with you then also.
We continue to be faced with challenges and we need to keep rising to
the challenge and adapt, be flexible and be creative to solve them. I myself always try to remain positive but it can be trying at times. We need
to keep focusing on finding solutions and dealing with the cards we have
been dealt, that doesn’t mean that our hand is a losing hand. We need
to stick together and work together to get through these tough times. I
have appreciated the help and support from staff, parents and students
during recent times including relocating the school, contacting books,
gathering resources for lessons, organising new bins, fixing plumbing
issues, fundraising and moving furniture. I’m sure there are some things
I have missed but it is all these things, whether big or small, that help
the running of the school. The school has a number of books that need
contacting still but I am waiting on contact which has been ordered.
Apologies to those that ran out, I could only give out what was on hand
at the time. I am very appreciative of the help and will continue to look
for assistance in this mammoth task.
I maybe the ‘Chief’ of this tribe but I am an Indian of the tribe in relation
to the Department. It is my responsibility to carry out initiatives and
directives set out by the Department which are sometimes passed down
from the Government. I have a duty of care to the students and staff to
follow these and to inform the school community of them. You have the
opportunity to read these or ignore them but I have a responsibility to
inform you.
We are continuing to upgrade resources and have been sorting through
the ‘tech graveyard’ and disposing of old, unused equipment to make
room for new resources and planning for future purchasing of materials.
I have been receiving positive feedback from people who have witnessed first-hand the positive impact the changes that we have implemented this year and as a staff we have noticed the positive impact that
they have had on students academic progress.
We have recently installed a new automatic bell system. This is exciting
as it has set bell times which doesn’t rely on students ringing the bell or
teachers having to remind students to ring the bell. This will drastically
improve our productivity and punctuality. There are times when you will
hear music playing and this is a warning for students to pack up, go to
the toilet and grab a drink before the bell rings which signifies the start
of class. I ask that students think of their favourite song and let me know
so that in the future we include it to be played over the PA system.
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2021 Calendar Dates - Term 4
OCTOBER
Monday 25th

School Council Meeting

Thursday 28th

MARC Van
Parents Club Meeting @ 9
OH & S Meeting (Nathan)
NOVEMBER

Monday 1st

Pupil Free Day

Tuesday 2nd

Melbourne Cup Public
Holiday

Thursday 11th

MARC Van

Visitors
Please refer to the table previously included in the newsletter regarding QR codes. Schools can permit parents to enter buildings
onsite for student pick-up and drop-off providing sufficient QR
code locations are available for parents to check in. Where this is
not possible, parents should not be permitted to enter buildings
for pick-up and drop-off. Visitors to school grounds should be limited to essential school services and operations. Principals are best
placed to make decisions regarding what visitors are essential to
the operation of their school.
Masks
The wearing of face masks is mandatory for all Victorian student in
Grade 3 and above since new changes were made on the 18th October. Face masks are strongly recommended for Prep to Grade 2
students. The school will not force your child to wear a mask. We
understand some children will not be able to wear a mask.
2022 Enrolments
Isabella and I along with help from relevant department people are
Face masks are required for students in Grade 3 to Grade 6 unless working out budgets for next year. I will endeavour to call families
individually but if families could please send me a message to conan exception applies. Exceptions include students with a physical
firm if you are sending your child or children to Beulah Primary
or mental disability where their disability means it would not be
School next year or if you are intending to remove them from the
suitable.
school. We will start to send out information and packs to families
Parent/carers of a student/s who meet the criteria for an exception in preparation for next year.
must provide their approval in writing for their child/ren to not
wear a mask to the school. For students with a disability, parents
Reminders
and carers should speak to the child’s doctor or regular health professional and with their school about the best methods to encour- Uniform Order
Is due back at school by Thursday 28th October.
age mask wearing. Students and parents can also contact
the Disability Liaison Officer program for more information.
Our school will follow the directions of the Victorian Chief Health
Officer and aims to provide the safest environment possible for
students and staff. I strongly encourage you to discuss wearing
masks with your children to reduce COVID-19 transmission risk for
their health and for other childrens’ health as well. When we all
work together as a community, we will have the best chance to
keep children healthy and reduce the risk of them catching and
spreading COVID-19.
For children who are able to wear a mask, they can and should
wear a mask. For those children who cannot on some days or all
days, that is okay. Almost all children will be able to and we will
help them learn and support them to use masks well, when indoors, throughout the school day.
Again, if you have anything you wish to discuss feel free to get in
contact with me.

Don’t Forget!!!!
Zooper Doopers are available on hot days, 50c each at lunch time.
This is organised by our SRC.

IN THE CLASSROOMS
P-2:

Yet again, another fantastic week of learning in the Junior
classroom! In reading, the students have continued to
investigate the interesting word ‘rustling.’ They have
draw pictures, written sentences including the word and
have just started discovering synonyms and antonyms of
the word. They have also continued to reinforce the concept of nouns , verbs and adjectives through some fun
crafts.
In Maths, the children have continued to develop their
understanding of numbers. They have ordered numbers
on number lines, modelled numbers and expanded them
to show they understand their value. You should be so
proud of yourselves P-2!

BONNIE CROSS

LUCAS MOORE

SCARLETT WILLIAMS

Health and PE
3-6

The new topic of Food has commenced in Health.
Students investigated the Australian guide to healthy
eating.
Much discussion centred around the way our bodies use
different food groups.
Words such as protein, vitamin, mineral and carbohyIn literacy we have been learning about the summarising drate were used and explained.
Students are asked to bring along small pictures of differtexts, verb tense, and the difference between homoent foods to use in planning a meal with sufficient nutriphones and homographs. They have been applying some ents.
of these skills and skills taught in previous weeks to up
Students are also asked to bring empty packaging etc
level sentences. In spelling students have been learning with nutrition tables intact.
Mrs Kelly.
list words that contain the ‘m’ sound as in moon which
can be spelt either as m, mm or mb.
I have been extremely happy with how the students in
my grade have conducted themselves the past couple of
weeks considering the constant interruptions. They are
to be commended for their effort and attitude.

In maths we have been learning about location and
transformations by identifying flips, turns and slides and
recognising other words which mean the same. We
have also started to explicitly teach part of the Maths
Toolbox focusing on drawing a diagram to problem
solve. In Science student have looked at the properties
of wool and continued discussing natural and processed
materials.

Reading

Lot’s of reading being recorded lately. Great effort to
the students reaching another reading milestone the
last few weeks, keep remembering to record it in your
diary.
NIA

175
BONNIE

200

